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NYC-Based Rockers Lonnieclaire Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Their Debut Album

"Tattered Wings" Honors Individuality, Authenticity, and Creativity

MANHATTAN, N.Y. - Feb. 21, 2024 - PRLog -- The re-release of a 25-year-old rock album by the
NYC-based rock band Lonnieclaire is making waves as listeners rediscover its unique message.

In a world where mainstream media and industries perpetuate a single narrative and silence minority voices,
the band has long shown resistance and rebellion.

"Tattered Wings", the band's obscure debut album, garnered little attention upon its initial limited-run
compact disc release. But now, with the push of global digital distribution, the LP is being hailed as
"timeless" due to its raw and honest exploration of love and conflict.

https://youtu.be/tmuy3SAWqI0?si=9LrZKrTdaIHoH11K

Lonnieclare creates a mix of "outsider" rock that brings a refreshing authenticity and uniqueness to the
music scene. Their lyrics delve deep into the depths of the human experience and touch upon themes of
heartbreak, redemption, and the constant struggle between light and darkness. The music itself is a perfect
blend of haunting melodies and gritty guitar riffs, showcasing the band's unique sound.

As listeners dive into the album, they are taken on a journey through the complexities of love and the darker
sides of humanity. It's a refreshing departure from the cookie-cutter love songs that dominate the airwaves,
and a reminder that music can be a powerful medium for self-expression and reflection.

"This record shows the beginning of our anti-establishment ethos," said the band. "As outsiders, we
emphasize the value of creating music for the sake of art and self-expression, rather than for financial gain."

With its re-release, this 25-year old album has found new fans who appreciate its originality and timeless
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message. Whether you're a long-time fan or a new listener, this re-discovered gem is a must-listen for any
adventurous music lover looking for something real and meaningful.

??Tattered Wings is out now, and available exclusively on bandcamp

Check out the "Tattered Wings" Playlist on Youtube

A limited run of compact discs are available for purchase at Lonnieclaire.com

—------------------

New York City-based Lonnieclaire is an independent rock band best known as an expressive style of lo-fi /
garage rock with a history going back nearly 20 years.  For more information, visit www.Lonnieclaire.com
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